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"To become a leader you must become yourself, the maker of your own life ... 
True understanding comes from reflecting on your experience.,, 

Wa"en Bemis, Antioch College 

Arn I becoming the person I want to be? Am I acting out 
with beliefs in what I am trying to do as a leader? In a recent 
education seminar, I was part of a group that explored "self 
knowledge" for leadership. Our instructor informed us that 
leadership is positive influence and its effectiveness is 
determined by how skillful one can be in using that influence. 
Class exercises and readings provided us with opportunities 
to notice things about ourselves, internally, what strengths 
we have and what areas we want to develop as leaders. 

Visions of Leadership 

As I learn more about myself and my relationship with 
others, I find myself in an ever-changing environment with 
no predictable outcomes . Education, the economy, 
technology, culture, and employment opportunities are 
~hanging in ways that sometimes appear to be humanJy 
mcomprehensible. F.dgar Schein (1996) in Leader of the 
Future writes that change is inevitable in organizations and 
that perpetual learning and change will be the only constant 
As we learn more about the changing world, we begin to 
understand more about ourselves in our search for a cultural 
core. We begin to modify our beliefs and try to "reclaim 
those aspects of human consciousness and compassion that 
many of us have denied" in past closed and tumultuous 
systems. {Spencer, 1993). 

Schein (1996) writes that leaders of the future will need 
to have the following characteristics: extraordinary levels 
?f perception and insight in the realities of the world and 
mto themselves, extraordinary levels of motivation to get 
through the difficult moments of change, emotional strength 
to manage their own and others' anxiety, new skiJls in 
~)'Zing cultural assumptions, the willingness and ability 
to mvolve others and to share power and control according 
to people's knowledge and skills. Today's leader is seen as 
one who can empower others to emerge as leaders within 
organizations to make contributions that impact the entire 
system in positive and pro-active ways. 

What I have observed in people who are in effective 
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leadership roles is a sense of commitment and passion of 
not only what they do, but also in who they are. Th~ 
effective leaders are empowering others by encouraging 
teamwork and recognizing individual contributions. This 
type of leadership understands that every piece of the puzzle 
is an important part of the whole. It is the inclusion of others 
and the promotion of a community spirit that welcomes all 
individuals into the circle of knowledge. It is also the 
inspiration and love shown that connects others and invites 
them to work together toward a common vision. Sabina 
Spencer (1993) notes that "Conscious leadership's core 
values promote love and harmony in fostering a spirit of 
global cooperation." An awareness in each of us needs to 
be awakened to urge us take active roles to influence positive 
changes in societal and employment organizations. The sttpS 

we take, those we take alone and in communion with others, 
can help secure a future that we can believe in, where 
democratic principles are practiced, and where we can 
succeed and thrive as intelligent, spiritual, and 
compassionate human beings. 

Keys of Leadership 

In exploring this subject, Spencer identifies seven keys 
of leadership that should be "seeded" in organizations: 
securing balance, generating passion, sharing power, 
inspiring Jove, voicing truth, living with purpo~. and 
honoring the mystery. Workers want to balance their work 
responsibilities with the rest of their lives. People are looking 
inward these days to reconnect with the spiritual aspect:. of 
their lives. Likewise, people in organizatioos are talking 
more about the presence of pass.ion in their work. Spencer. 
in When the Canary Stops Singing, writes, "Passion come 
from our ability to use all of who we are in the expression 
of what we do." If we truly value our own uniqueness and 
that of otheJs and can initiate action as well as support others" 
growth then we can generate personal pas ion within 
org~ons. Empowerment involve> establi hing a "we·• 
type of atmosphere where people are encouraged and 
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respected to share their abilities and knowledge. Empow
erment allows people to express their fears and their joys in 
a climate that promotes trust and authenticity. 

In today's organizations, people talk about how they are 
looking for new sources of inspiration. There is a desire for 
a stronger spirit of community in organizations. When we 
look at our personal values of caring, trust, and respect, we 
are looking at love. Spencer (1993) quotes Ken Bertacini as 
saying, "You can't care for someone, trust or respect them 
if you don't love them." (p.12) When people work with 
"heart and meaning," they bring to work their whole being. 
They have the ability to give and show support and in turn, 
develop and grow. There is also an urgency today to voice 
the truth. People want to share ideas, thoughts, and 
frustrations, to have everything "laid out on the table." 
Members in the system want to know "how it really is." 
This type of open-book. management keeps all members on 
the same page and enables them to contribute more toward 
problem-solving and growth opportunities. We must observe 
if leaders are "walking the talk" and modeling what they 
say they believe. 

Yet it is sometimes hard for people to tell the truth, 
because our educational systems tell us what to think 
but in general fail to teach us how to think by using our 
own life's experience. The resul1 is that many of us do 
not know our own 'truth' and are not taught how to 
listen to our own inner voice that grows out of 
tM silence. (Spencer, 1993) 

The sixth key of leadership that 
Spencer writes about is living with 
purpose. People are looking 
inward. searching for more 
understanding and ques

ship requires "the ability to open our hearts and minds and 
journey into the deeper levels of human consciousness to 
discover new ways of thinking, behaving, and organizing". 
(Spencer, 1993) The courage this takes is immense. 
However, personal commitment and the shared belief that 
such transformations are needed can change the con
sciousness of society. The power to make a difference resides 
in all of us. As we create deep and meaningful relationships 
in harmony with one another, the seeds that we plant can 
flourish into something beautiful. Allowing others into the 
circle creates a vibrancy, a contagious excitement, and an 
attitude that invites the strength and the power of 
togetherness. And that interaction, that empowerment not 
only inspires us but also changes how we view and live in 
this world. 

My Vision of Leadership 

In one of our administrative seminar exercises, we were 
asked to develop a leadership vision. Our visions could be 
depicted with visuals or in writing. I created a visual poster 
collage using yellow, red, black., and white colored 
construction paper to cut out paper children. I placed the 
children holding hands together in a circle with adults. A 

few children and adults remained outside the circle. The 
poster also contained pictures of stars and comets, and 

various shapes such as squares, circles, triangles, 
and flowers. I wrote the following words on 

the poster to express my vision as a leader: 
"The Future: All shapes and sizes ... 

All colors, All ages ... Different 
flowers, Different places ... 

tioning the purpose Vision Leaming and Growing 
of their life in 

relationship to 
others. Pwpose 
is what brings a 
vision to life. A 
vision needs to be 
connected to a 
deeper sense of pur
pose that has mean
ing and value for 
everyone. 

Some people have vision; 
They find solutions where 

others have failed. 

Together." In my 
vision, I see 
adults nurturing 
and teaching 

children and 
adults of all 

colors, shapes, 
sizes, and abilities, 

offering them learn
ing opportunities to 

grow and to "flower." 
(Spencer, J9'J3) 

Finally, we need to 
honor the mystuy of 
uodemanding humankind, 
the human spirit, and the 
s~c change:. in organ
izations. 

This new type of leader-
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They look beyond the usual 
places and the done-it-befores. 
They see what others don't see. 

They weigh options, 
They take chances, 
They have courage, 
And they SUcceed. 

(Author unknown) 

In my vision, the inter
connection of indivi

duals creates a kind of 
synergy that can move us 

to possibilities that before 
seemed unattainable. Our 

future lies in the equal and 
equitable education of all. 

With commitment and passion, 
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I want to promote a sense of unity and shared direction in Our seminar cohort completed this individual assessment. 
the field of education and include others in this participatory In the PACE Palette assessment instrument ( 1992), my 
process. The development of community spirit and an strongest color as a leader was blue (harmony) followed 
environment of life-long learning allow us to seek endless by yellow (responsibility), red (adventure), and green 
possibilities. Realizing such a vision will take a lot of (curiosity). We may display to some degree, all of these 
commitment and soul. Bolman and Deal (1995) write, characteristics, depending upon the time, the circumstance, 
"Leading with soul requires giving gifts from the heart that or the people with whom we are interacting. However, there 

breathe spirit and passion into your life and organization." are dominant characteristics (colors) that define who we 

~· .50) It is with this understanding that I strive to live my are. There are many positive characteristics to a "blue" 
VISIOO. leadership style including being passionate, sensitive, 

motivating, collaborative, intuitive, empathic, friendly, etc. 
However, there are weaknesses that can block the 

Identifying a Dysfunctional Pattern effectiveness of this type of "blue" leader; negative 
characteristics such as, being too emotional, judgmental, 
impatient, or illogical, avoiding conflict, etc. Recognizing 

A common vision and mission are among the first steps our own characteristics as well as the "shadow" patterns 

toward realizing effective leadership. But then the reality that block our effectiveness, are important step to reaching 

sets in. As Parker Palmer (1996) asks "How many times our potential as leaders and in developing our interactions 

have you heard people try to limit our creativity by treating with others. 

institutional and economic realities as absolute constraints The pattern or "shadow" that blocks my full 

on what we are able to do?'' Having the beliefs or the effectiveness as a leader is fear. I found my shadow pancm 
motivation does not appear to be enough. What are the helps me protect myself from confrontation and enable 

obstacles or dysfunctional patterns that hinder effective me to withdraw interactive contact. My shadow pattern of 

leadership? Palmer talks of shadows that prevent leaders fear can get in the way of my vision and my ability to 

from exploring the inner journeys of their souls. Identity express myself clearly. The co ts of this pattern could block 

insecurities, the view of life as a battleground, the belief me from fulfilling my leadership vision. My vision involves 

we have to carry the whole load, fear, and denial of death empowering others, inspiring love, speaking the truth, 

are the five shadows that block the "core spiritual insights." promoting community spirit. The cost of keeping a pattern 

There have been organizations and schools that I have of fear could prevent me from fulfilling my vi ion of 

worked in whose leaders do not understand or accept chaos building a vibrant learning community. 

~ a natural order in life. They hurry to try to "fix" things 
lDStead of allowing the process to unfold. In such "orderly" Working on the Pattern systems, security depends on rigidity; success is shown by 
conforming to tradition. To step outside the bounds of 
"what is acceptable" is to put yourself on the line. Yet, to We must work to change the characteristi~ that prevent 
stand behind the scenes is to atrophy all potentialities. 
Organizational cultures become imprisoning rather than 

us from reaching our vision, to become the leaders we stnvc 

empowering. (Palmer, 1996) 
to be. I have a little plaque with the following anonymous 

. The imponance in identifying a dysfunctional pattern 
quote: "Ajoumey of a thoustuld miles begins with a single 

lS then to be able to change our behavior, given the people step." . . 

and the circumstances. The dilemma is how do we anchor 
I have been actively working on steps to cbmmatc or 

~urselves in our values and deep beliefs and, at the same 
at least control my pattern of fear. I continue to practJce 

~be open to learning as good leaders? How do we bring 
public speaking and carefully think through my ~pon~ 

different points of view and look for a common ground? 
if I am confronted. If I respond in the manner I would like, 

Through self knowledge, an awareness enables us to 
I will have respect, compo urc, and cffcct1vcnc:.s Bl> a 

confront our obstacles and learn new skills so we can better 
leader. I need to recognize and accept when I don't respond 

communicate toward a sense of balance or purpose. In 
as I would like and JUSt simply tate, for example, "I didn •t 

being able to read people and in communicating openly 
quite say what I wanted to say. Let~ try again." I need to 

with them, an effective leader can help his or her associateS 
catch my emotions when they begin to take charge and 

recognize what they need to do for themselves to be more 
check my assumptions about the person or situation that I 

effective. 
am confronting. I must not take confronwion as pcnonal 

The PACE (Personal and Company Effectiveness) 
attacks and be able to "let them go." By focusing on what 

Organization has created a self-assessment instrUffient that 
is happening in any given moment, I can then better frame 

asks participants to select various charaeteristics that seem 
my re ponses. When I am confronted by an u(>9Ct staff 

"most like you" to "least like you" in a 4, 3, 2, I raung. 
member or person, in lead of reacting defcn 1vcly or 
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withdrawing, I can simply state, "You appear to ~ quite 
upset. Let's talk about this. CouJd you meet me ID my References 
office?" 

Bolman, L. & Deal, T. ( 1995). Leading with Soul: An 
Potential Uncommon Journey of Spirit. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass 

Publishers. 
Palmer, P. (1996). Leading within, from Noetic "Each day holds potenti~ Sciences Review. Institute of Noetic Sciences in Self 

Potential for action or inaction, Knowledge for Leadership 1997 Anthology. Keene, NH: 

for passion or indifferenc,e, Antioch New England Graduate School. 
Schein, E. (1996). Leadership and Organizational for hiding any our talents, 

Culture, from Leader of the Future. Jossey-Bass in Self 
or for using them to achie11e the Knowledge for Leadership 1997 Anthology. Keene, NH: 

greatest in oursewes. Antioch New England Graduate School. 
Spencer, S. (1993). Seven Keys to Conscious Embrac,e each day. 

Leadership, from When the Canary Stops Singing. Berrett-
Fu/OJ/ its potential." Kochler in Self Knowledge for Leadership I 997 Anthology. 
(Author unknown) Keene, NH: Antioch New England Graduate School. 

The PACE Palette (1992). California: The PACE 
Organization. 

Reaching the Vision 

I can move toward my vision of myself as a leader if I 
am able to articuJate my thoughts in a competent and 
confident manner. VuJnerability is okay; it allows me to feel 
the passion, the compassion of being human. Connection 
with others is a key to my vision. In being open to others, I 
allow for relationships to be built on trust and common 
understanding. Instead of protecting my own hurts or 
reacuons, I can quietly address a person's behavior by 
listening and acknowledging his or her feelings and respond 
beyond the emotion. 

'"The results of getting past my fears allow me to be 
more at case when speaking in public or when faced with 
confrontations. What we teU ourselves shapes our realities. 
If we center ourselves, slow ourselves down, we can then 
think clearly about how we want to handJe a situation. If I 
am fooling for connection, then I need to encounter life in 
the ~t moment 

It is the ~haring of knowledge, of passions, of fears and 
of JOY· that keeps Us inten:oonected and empow~ to create 
a better tomorrow for our children, for OUr future. We can 
not do it alone. The diffemices, the complexities in each 
and every one of us offer Opportunities to reframe moments 
and view them with new pen::qJCJOns. A deeper understaoding 
of self can only improve the interactions we have with others. 
~ l ~~g the person I want to be? Am I acting 

out ~1th beliefs m what I am trying to do as a leader? 1 am 
on my way. The potential is there, and I am learning with 
each and every step I take. 
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